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Abstract: Machine Learning is modern and highly approached technological applications which became an enormous trend
within the industry. Machine Learning is widely utilized in various applications. it’s playing an important role in many
fields like finance, life science and in security. Machine learning is employed to get patterns from medical data sources and
supply excellent capabilities to predict diseases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C. Unsupervised learning

Machine learning is one of the most trending fiels of
computer science industry. It contains wide range of application and research scope. The application differs from
medical science to security analysis. Machine learning is a
subset of Artificial Intelligence which collect data from
given training data, analyze and give proper result or
outcome. Machine learning learns from the data given and
tries to predict the model from the learned data. Machine
learning can be categorized as given below
•
•
•
•

Supervised learning
Semi-supervised learning
Unsupervised learning
Reinforced learning

Unsupervised learning is the correct opposite of
supervised learning. Here the machine should do the task
like , it should classify the unsorted information based on
the like and unlike characteristics in the data( without any
proper knowledge of the data provided)
D. Reinforcement learning
There is no training data-set and it learns from its
previous experiences. There is no correct answer key but
the agent for reinforcement do whatever necessary to
perform the given task.
II. WHY THERE IS A NEED OF MACHINE LEARNING IN
HEALTHCARE?

A. Supervised learning
As the name suggest, there will be a ”supervisor”, a
teacher in this type of classification.Here we train the
machine using certain set of example data and the machine
will learn from this example.
B. Semi-supervised learning
It is a combination of Supervised and Unsupervised
learn- ing. Here during training small amount of labelled
data will be mapped to a large amount of unlabelled data.
The best classifier from the labelled and unlabelled data
will also be identified.

Many citizens from foreign countries had lost their life
every year because of error report in heath care centres.
Machine learning can be used in such a situation for a
greater extend because , it provided scalability, speed,
accuracy (for a greater extend) , prediction of many result
for health care domain also. Both doctor and machine
tries to do the same work here. A doctor examine that
patients symptom and comes to a conclusion about the
type of disease he/she is suffering from the same, the
machine also tries to find the disease from the training
samples provided to the machine or by its past
experience. So, if we apply machine learning to
healthcare, it will be of great help.
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III. SOME FAMOUS PREDICTIONS OF VARIOUS DISEASE
•

•

•

Heart disease detection UCL machine learning
repository contains frequently used data set to
diagnose heart disease with more accuracy.
Diabetic disease detection and analysis UCL
machine learning Repository provided data set which
provide increased accuracy to detect diabetics in
patients.
Breast Cancer detection It is one of the most
common cancer which occurs in women. Machine
learning can
be used to predict these cancers.
WISCONSIN dataset present in UCI machine
learning repository is used to predict breast cancer.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING

•

•

•

•

Disease identification Many disease can be identified
with much speed and accuracy using Machine
learning in healthcare. Machine learning can also be
used to diagnose and also be used for treatment in
different medical areas.
Diagnosis in Imaging Machine learning used to show
more clear and complete image of illness in medical
healthcare. Deep learning can also be used for this
propose.
Drug discovery Machine learning can also be used to
find out new drugs for medical field. Google and
IBM have already created machine learning platform
to help healthcare by discovering new methods of
treatment for patients.
Surgical tools for Robotics Da Vinci Robot, is a
robot which manipulate limb(robotics) in order to
perform surgeries which involved greater risk and
also detailing. Theses can perform more accurately
than humans.
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V. CONCLUSION
Machine learning is one of the fastest growing
technologies nowadays. It have many applications in our day
to day lives. Through this paper we get to know the basis of
machine learning, its types and also applications of machine
learning with respect of medical field. Healthcare can be a
field which can use most of the properties of machine
learning because they are closely linked.
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